
Balloon Blow Up: The Hardy Boys Secret Files
13 Walkthrough
Welcome to our walkthrough of the Balloon Blow Up mission in The Hardy
Boys Secret Files 13 game. This mission is the thirteenth in the game and it
involves investigating a series of balloon-related incidents at the Bayport
Science Fair.
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To begin the mission, head to the Bayport Science Fair and speak to the
fair organizer. She will tell you about the recent incidents, which include
balloons exploding, deflating, and disappearing. She will ask you to
investigate the matter and find out who is responsible.

Your first step is to investigate the scene of the most recent incident. Head
to the far end of the fairgrounds and you will see a large group of people
gathered around a deflated balloon. Talk to the people there and they will
tell you that they saw a group of teenagers running away from the scene.
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Next, head to the teenagers' hangout spot in the park. Talk to the teenagers
there and they will tell you that they saw a group of older kids messing with
the balloons. They will also tell you that the older kids are part of a gang
called the Balloon Blowers.

Now, head to the Balloon Blowers' hideout in the abandoned warehouse.
Talk to the gang leader and he will tell you that they are responsible for the
balloon incidents. He will also tell you that they are planning to blow up a
giant balloon at the fair on the last day of the event.

Your goal is to stop the Balloon Blowers and prevent them from blowing up
the giant balloon. To do this, you will need to gather evidence against them
and then present it to the police. You can gather evidence by talking to
witnesses, searching the warehouse, and solving puzzles.

Once you have gathered enough evidence, head to the police station and
talk to the police chief. Show him the evidence and he will arrest the
Balloon Blowers. With the Balloon Blowers in custody, the fair will be safe
and the giant balloon will not be blown up.

Puzzles

There are several puzzles that you will need to solve in order to complete
the Balloon Blow Up mission. Here are the solutions to the puzzles:

1. Puzzle 1: The puzzle with the four colored wires. To solve this puzzle,
you need to cut the wires in the following order: red, blue, green,
yellow.

2. Puzzle 2: The puzzle with the three dials. To solve this puzzle, you
need to set the dials to the following positions: left dial = 3, middle dial



= 2, right dial = 1.

3. Puzzle 3: The puzzle with the four levers. To solve this puzzle, you
need to pull the levers in the following order: left lever, right lever,
middle lever, left lever.

Clues

Here are some clues that will help you complete the Balloon Blow Up
mission:

Talk to everyone you meet and pay attention to what they say.

Search everywhere you go for clues and evidence.

Don't be afraid to use your intuition and try different things.

Solutions

Here are the solutions to the Balloon Blow Up mission:

Talk to the fair organizer and learn about the balloon incidents.

Investigate the scene of the most recent incident.

Talk to the teenagers at their hangout spot.

Head to the Balloon Blowers' hideout and talk to the gang leader.

Gather evidence against the Balloon Blowers.

Present the evidence to the police chief.

Stop the Balloon Blowers and prevent them from blowing up the giant
balloon.



We hope this walkthrough has helped you complete the Balloon Blow Up
mission in The Hardy Boys Secret Files 13 game. If you have any
questions or need further assistance, please feel free to leave a comment
below.
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Classic Festival Solos Bassoon Volume Piano
Accompaniment: The Ultimate Guide
The Classic Festival Solos Bassoon Volume Piano Accompaniment is a
collection of 12 solos for bassoon with piano accompaniment. The solos
are all taken from the standard...
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Unveiling the Courage: Insurgent Women
Female Combatants in Civil Wars
In the face of armed conflict and civil wars, women's experiences and
roles often remain underrepresented and overlooked. However, emerging
research sheds...
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